CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE NEW MEXICO
DEPARTMENT OF MUNICIPAL DEVELOPMENT CONSTRUCTION PLANS
FOR
GIRARD BLVD COMPLETE STREET PLAN
PHASE I - THAXTON AVE TO CENTRAL AVE
COA PROJECT NO. 9042.03
21. TYPICAL DIMENSIONS SHOWN ON PLANS ARE TO FACE OF CURB.


23. CONTRACTOR SHALL KEEP ALL SIGN POST LOCATIONS CLEAR TO POSSIBLE CONFLICT WITH EXISTING 14” WATERLINE ALONG THE EAST SIDEWALK AND 8” PVC ALONG THE WEST SIDEWALK. THE 14” WATERLINE IS A MINIMUM 36” DEPTH COVER, WHICH COINCIDES WITH THE MINIMUM 36” DEPTH BASE POUR. THIS SHALL BE INCIDENTIAL TO THE PROJECT AND NO ADDITIONAL PAYMENT WILL BE MADE THEREFOR.
Pavement Marking Details - Crosswalk and Approach

NOTE A. 24" x 10' longitudinal crosswalk markings shall be installed centered at each driving lane as shown above to avoid the minipavement layout at each intersection shall require approval by the City Project Manager prior to installation.

Sign Post Requirements

Double Post Installation

Single Post Installation

Triple Post Installation

Base Post Installation Details for Square Tubing and U-Channel Systems

SHARROW MARKING DETAIL

BIKE W/ ARROW MARKING DETAIL

See Note A.